
         

Installation Tips

After completing the installation, keep these instructions
for future reference. Before you begin installing this
Cargo Cover, read all instructions thoroughly. Below are
a few tips to make this installation easier.

For a smooth fit:
For ease in installation, this product should be installed
at temperatures above 72º  F. Below this temperature,
the fabric may contract an inch or more, making it
difficult to fit to the vehicle.

It is normal for the fabric to contract and wrinkle when
stored in the shipping carton. Within a few days after
the installation, the fabric will relax and the wrinkles will
disappear.

WARNING

This product is designed to enhance the appearance of the
vehicle and to shield the occupants from ordinary weather con-
ditions. Do not rely in any way on the components of this product
to contain occupants within the vehicle, or to protect against
injury or death in the event of an accident. This top will not protect
the occupants from falling objects. Never operate vehicle in
excess of manufacturer’s specifications.

WEAR SEAT BELTS AT ALL TIMES

Read and follow, precisely, all installation instructions provided
when installing cover. Failure to do so may result in a poor fitting
cover and could place occupants of the vehicle in a potentially
dangerous situation. After installing or reinstalling the cover,
check to make sure it has been properly installed.

Cargo Cover
Installation Instructions

For:  Wrangler 1992 - 1995 Part Number: 41815

Note:  This product is designed to be installed on vehicles
equipped with a Factory Soft Top Only.

(with original Factory Hardware)

https://www.carid.com/pavement-ends/


        

Parts Kit
         Cargo Cover Qty - 1

Fabric

Plastic Strip

Side Retainer

Web Straps

Plastic Strip

Step Two
Fold down or remove the rear seat. From the back of
the vehicle, hold the cover with the backing side
toward you. Slide the tubing into the channel in the
tailgate retainer.

Step One
Remove your soft top from the hardware. Fold the top and store. Fold the
factory hardware system down onto the vehicle body. Make sure the
hardware system lies as flat as possible, with the bow assembly resting
against the rear sport bar.

Step Three
Drape the fabric forward over the rear of the vehicle.
Use the web straps sewn to the cover, to slide the plastic
strips on the sides into the Side Retainers.

Tailgate Retainer
Channel

Fabric

Tubing



Threading Strap
through Buckle

Step Six
Tuck the seat belt assemblies into the rear sport bar
collars and close the rear sport bar collars by pulling
firmly on the fabric and fastening the Hook and Loop
Strips to each other.

Web Straps

Hook and Loop
Strips

Plastic Strips

Tuck seat belt assembly
into collars

Step Five
Slide the plastic strips, sewn into the rear corners
of the cover into the Corner Retainers.  Use the
web straps sewn to the cover to slide the corner
plastic strip toward the front of the vehicle and
make sure that the plastic strip fits up into the
retainer so that the collar fits properly.

Step Four
Locate the web straps with buckles attached
on the front of the Cargo Cover. Wrap the
straps around the front sport bars and thread
the ends through the buckles.

Strap

Buckle

Front Sport Bar

Web Strap

Fabric

Plastic Strip

Rear Corner
Retainer

Check out an excellent selection of tonneau covers we offer on our website.

https://www.carid.com/tonneau-covers.html



